
A Language All Its Own 
PÅ vÅrt eget sPrÅk

karin lindstrom

With its Welcoming porch and steps, the 

boathouse (right and opposite, right) at the 

sWedish language Village doubles as a classroom 

and a stage for outdoor presentations. another 

community space is the area betWeen the WeaVing 

studio and dormitory (opposite, left).

The colors and forms of a Swedish fishing village  
(below) inspired Kerrik Wessel’s design, but he  
developed a contemporary take on the vernacular.
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the newest concordia language Village  

weaves swedish design and culture 

into a wooded lakeside setting

it’s not every day that an architect gets to design a village. but that’s the opportunity that landed on the 
drafting table of st. paul architect Kerrik Wessel, aia, in 2004. concordia language Villages, the nation’s 
premier language school, wanted to add a swedish village to its 800-acre facility near bemidji, minnesota, 
and the swedish-american Wessel, whose father and grandfather were also architects, was recommended.

the language villages, a 50-year-old program of concordia college in moorhead, minnesota, offer a cornucopia 
of architectural design along with their 15 languages. in keeping with the school’s philosophy of teaching 
through cultural immersion, each of the 10 villages has been designed as authentically as possible. the 
spanish-language village, for example, features white stucco buildings with red-tiled roofs and sienna-colored 
trim. the mansard-roofed centerpiece of the french village is modeled on a castle north of paris. salolampi, 
the finnish village, focuses on a charming red-frame hall inspired by a 19th-century railroad station and 
designed by architectural resources of hibbing.

but Wessel’s design for sjölunden, the swedish village, takes a step forward by combining a respectful nod to 
the past with a contemporary bent. the master plan was completed in 2005. the first buildings in the village—
a weaving studio and a boathouse—opened in 2007, and the first cabin, or stuga, was christened in 2008.
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Wessel Design’s 2005 Master Plan for Concordia Swedish Village:  1. Matsal (dining hall); 2. Bibliotek (library/meeting room); 3. Stuga (student housing/classroom);  
4. Bostäder (staff housing); 5. Vävstuga (weaving studio); 6. Båthus (boathouse); 7. Bastu & Paviljong (sauna & pavilion)

Turtle River Lake

concordiA LAnguAge viLLAges 

senAste sPrÅkby väver ihoP svensk design och kuLtur 

i ett vAckert skogsoMrÅde vid sjön

heather sexton scott Gilbertson PhotoGraPhy
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Completed buildings  
are shown in red.
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Kerrik Wessel’s design combines  

a respectful nod to the past  

with a contemporary bent.

kerrik WesseLs design koMbinerAr 

kLAssisk svensk forM Med 

ett Modernt PersPektiv

SjöLunden SwedISh LAnguAge VILLAge

Location:  
bemidji, minnesota

Client:  
concordia language  
Villages

Architect:  
Wessel design 
www.wesseldesign.com

Principal-in-charge:  
Kerrik Wessel, aia

Project lead designer:  
Kerrik Wessel, aia

general contractor:  
ritchie & olson  
construction

Size:  
900-square-foot weaving 
studio, 1,000-square-foot 
cabin, and 400-square-
foot boathouse

Completion date:  
ongoing

Photographer:  
scott gilbertson  
photography
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The first stuga (above), or cabin, illustrates Wessel’s playful variations on  
the vernacular theme. Wood touches soften the inside of the weaving studio 
(opposite, left). Music (opposite, right) plays a big role in Concordia Language 
Village’s cultural immersion.
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>> continued on page 49

“We talked for years about what it would look like,” says allison spenader, the swedish-village dean who 
guided the design. “should it be nostalgic or modern? i was an early advocate for a more contemporary 
approach. if swedes were to build a summer camp today, it would not look 200 years old.” adds Wessel:  

“it became a unique, authentic, 21st-century interpretation of a swedish village.”

first Wessel and his wife and design partner heather sexton immersed themselves in swedish architecture 
and found two precedents for the village, which will soon add more cabins, staff housing, a dining hall, and  
a library. in a typical farmyard configuration, the buildings group around a courtyard. in a fishing village, they 
are strung along the water. sjölunden, which translates as “lake in the glen,” is on turtle river lake but also  
in the forest, so Wessel merged the two: the cabins, which include classroom space, sit along an existing 
path. the dining hall, staff housing, and library cluster on a large courtyard needed for outdoor gatherings. 
from there a path leads to the lake and boathouse.

then Wessel and sexton devised four design parameters outlining color, materials, forms, and spaces.  
“We wanted it all to belong to itself,” says Wessel.

traditional swedish villages (see photo on page 30) are generally all white or all red. the concordia village  
will be mostly white with touches of red, ochre, and dark gray. the stains will all be traditional falun paints 

the WeaVing studio (left) combines modern 

materials, such as the steel-paneled roof and 

the screen Wall inspired by WeaVing patterns, 

With traditional forms and the red falun stain 

imported from sWeden. the studio and the stuga 

are the first buildings students Will find as 

they WalK to the Village from the nearby  

finnish Village.

amy rutten, concordia lanGuaGe villaGes
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from Sweden, which contain copper residue and 
have been used for hundreds of years.

The materials will be vertical board-and-batten 
wood with metal roofs and wide fascia boards.  
The forms will be simple rectangular shapes  
with a 12/12 roof pitch. The interior spaces will  
be simple and clean with vaulted ceilings.

Appropriately enough, the 900-square-foot 
weaving studio, or vävstugan, was the first building 
to open. Most Swedish children learn to weave 
and knit in school, says Spenader, and the studio 
became an instant icon for the new village. Wessel 
says images of weaving inspired the a-b-b-a 
rhythm of thin and thick boards that gives the 
building’s red façade a woven look. The narrow 
gable ends are white. The roof is made of durable 
metal panels that look like clay tile.

Inside, two weaving studios with vaulted ceilings, 
concrete floors, and big square windows are divided 
by a wood-floored entry with a low wood ceiling. 

“We listen to music and watch the sailors on the 
lake through the giant windows,” says Spenader, 
noting that the Swedish village is the only one  
to offer sailing.

A slatted red fence provides privacy for a pergola-
like patio often used by knitters. The fence, or  

“red thread,” will wind through the village, creating  
a literal interpretation of the Swedish phrase,  

“det roda tradet,” or “the common thread.”

The diminutive boathouse is another charmer. 
Ochre with white trim, it sports an oversized porch 
that doubles as an outdoor stage. The inside is 
used for boat storage and “land school” on days  
not good for sailing. (Concordia is a master of 
using one space in many ways, says Amy Rutten, 
Concordia’s construction and special projects 
coordinator.) The first stuga is white with ochre 
trim. As the village grows building by building, 
Wessel plans to use the trim colors to create playful 
variations on the aesthetic theme.

Staff housing is being built this summer, and 
a second cabin is in the works. “What captures 
people’s imaginations, and ultimately their 
resources, is envisioning a site that embodies 
cultural character,” says Christine Schulze, 
Concordia Language Villages’ executive director. 

“When we’ve shown Kerrik’s plan to people,  
it has really pulled the heartstrings.” AMN
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